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The main result of this paper (Theorem 1.1) shows that the classical Hardy space H2
is essentially the only complete Nevanlinna-Pick space whose multiplication operators
are all hyponormal. To be more specific, if H is an irreducible complete Nevanlinna-
Pick space on a set X with kernel K such that all multiplication operators on H are
hyponormal, then either:
1. X is a singleton and H= C.
2. There is a set of uniqueness A ⊂ D for H2, a bijection j:X → A, and a nowhere
vanishing function δ:X → C such that
K(λ, µ) = δ(λ)δ(µ)k(j(λ), j(µ)).
Here k(z, w) denotes the Szego˝ kernel on H2.
In particular, the map f 7→ δ(f ◦ j) is a unitary operator. Continuity and analyticity are
also respected: if X is endowed with a topology such that K is separately continuous on
X ×X, then j is also continuous. If X ⊂ Cn and K is holomorphic in the first variable,
then j is holomorphic.
An interesting consequence of the main theorem is Corollary 1.3, which asserts that if
n≥ 3 and U ⊂ Rn is an open set, then there is no irreducible complete Nevanlinna-Pick
space on U which consists of continuous functions and whose multiplication operators
are all hyponormal. The proof appeals to Brouwer’s invariance of domain theorem.
Stephan R. Garcia
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